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• Tompkins on Swan tentatively booked for Christmas 

lunch. 

• From mid-June Google Maps service will no longer be 

provided unless we supply them with details of a debit 

card. Implication is that the location maps at the top of 

the ride listings pages will disappear. Stuart to replace 

with either .jgp files or generate maps from Open Maps. 

• 24 members were on the Wheatbelt Tour. Only 2 were 

campers. 24 is probably the limit for future tours where 

towns of a size such as on this tour are used as stopping 

points. Vote of thanks was passed for the tour organisers 

Rob and Liz. A special vote of thanks to Nev and Kay for 

“services above and beyond the call of duty”. 

• Muresk Camp venue booked for September 24th to 28th. 

• Successful Three Domes Ride on Monday 28th May. 

Discussion re making it an annual event. 

• Reminder to members: ALL members are obliged to do 

Car Watch irrespective of whether they drive or ride in. 

• Reminder to members on Car Watch:  Club Car Watch 

mobile phone no. is listed on membership badges. 
• TBE has offered to give an overview of E-bikes at their 

bike shop. Miller to organize. Club policy on very 

restricted use of E-bikes to be maintained. 

 
 

• Draft riding instructions for new riders to be prepared for 

approval by committee. 

• Cycling Without Age show and tell at Deepwater Point to 

be attended by Nev and Cameron to better inform 

committee of this organisation. 

65 members completed their respective Achievement 
Rides on 18 April. Well done to all. 
The Over 55 Wheatbelt Tour had a full complement of 24 
participants. Many thanks to Rob, Liz and Kay for their 
support in creating a very pleasant tour. 
The Ladies Bicycle Workshop conducted on 6th May at 
TBE Osborne Park, was well attended by 17 enthusiastic 
potential bike mechanics. Thanks to Graham Miller for 
his organisation of this event. 
Thank you also to Graham for organising the Basic and 
Advanced Bicycle Maintenance Courses conducted at 
TBE Osborne Park on the 20th and 27th May 
respectively 

On the 30th May an impromptu morning tea was hosted 
by Liz and Rob in aid of Breast Cancer Research. An 
amazing number of members attended this event, which 
demonstrates what a caring, considerate and generous 
group we are privileged to be part of. 

 

                                                                   photo courtesy Liz Curtis                                                  
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May 2018 we had 1,081 riders cover 61,904 kms.  
This includes the Wheatbelt Tour. 
 YTD 5,403 Riders have ridden 293,761 kms 
 
Variance with May 2017: 
531 more riders and 34,518 more kms. 
YTD variance:  
1,035 more riders covered 66,118 more kms. 
 
2 incidents reported for April-May. 
 

Early start at Kent St Weir          courtesy Shirlene Scanlan 

 

For the 5 months to 31st May 2018: 

Combined bank accounts total $19,994K 
(previously $18.9K.  A$1,250 received for Bike 
Count in March. $264 spent on Achievement Day 
badges. 
 

Total membership is 382 (last month 375) being made 
up of 329 full members (paid up), 36 Over Eighty, 7 Over 
Eighty Social and 10 Social.  Approval granted for one 
member to be accepted after late fee payment.  13 
members from 2017 have not paid their fees.  Final 
notices have been given and some replied that they are 
resigning.  All have been deleted from membership with 
the exception of one member with query due to illness. 
 

Six phone calls made and five cards sent.   
Kevin to place a ‘Thinking of You’ notice on notice board 
each Wednesday which will show names and Kevin’s 
contact details. 
 

Catered for Achievement Day.  Numbers down due to bad 
weather.  Surplus used on Wheatbelt Tour and Achievement 
Presentation Day BBQ. 
Combined Saturday ride BBQ to be catered for at Burswood.   

 

New Polo Shirts now available for ordering.  Samples to be on 
display at Combined Ride, Saturday 23rd at Burswood.  Costs are 
$45 for short sleeve option and $50 for long sleeve in both men 
and ladies styles. Regular jerseys, wind vests and merchandise 
items of mirrors and nose guards to also be on display – all 
available for purchase.   
Request for someone to manage Merchandise during September 
when Sandra will be away.   
Sandra gave notice of finishing in this role at the next AGM. Need 
to start looking for a replacement.  Neville commended Sandra for 
the fantastic job she has done to date. 
 

 
At the WA Road Safety Forum on Friday 4th, I again raised the 
road safety problems of broken glass and the opportunities of a 
differential Container Deposit Scheme with the Minister for Road 
Safety.  Her Principal Policy Adviser (Bill Leadbetter) said I should 
contact him and he would arrange a meeting with the office of the 
Minister for the Environment. 
A short summary of our proposal and how it differs from the current 
government plans was prepared for submission. 
The CDS legislation has since been delayed until 2020 
Broken bollard under Tonkin Hwy has been fixed 
New broken bollard on Kwinana Fwy bike path. Cameron to advise 
relevant authority. 
Council to be approached to fix pinch-out on Marshall Rd where 
Tom Curtis had his accident. 
Letter to be drafted to ‘The West Australian’ regarding safe cycling. 
Committee to approve. 
 

Cycling Without Age is an international not-for-profit 
organisation operating in 37 countries.  Its mission is to 
connect elderly people with the community and outdoors by 
taking them out on specially built trishaw ebikes, piloted by 
volunteer cyclists.  
  
Three trishaws are now in Perth, operated by Affiliates in 
various delivery models for the benefit of seniors at RAAFA Bull 
Creek, Melville and Sorrento and soon Cottesloe.   
 
From time to time demonstrations are run and training offered.  
If you are interested in the idea of being a pilot then let 
Cameron know at cameronb@iinet.net.au or 0478 599 167. 

 
For more information go to http://cyclingwithoutage.org/ 
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3 DOME RIDE (NORTH) 

On Tuesday 29th May ten riders from 

the Over 55 Cycling Club met at 

DOME Warwick for 

Breakfast/Coffee before heading 

out through Greenwood, along the 

East side of Lakes Goollelal and 

Joondalup to DOME Joondalup 

where we stopped for Morning Tea. 

(Approx 25 kms) 

We cycled through the TAFE and 

ECU grounds at Joondalup towards 

the Coast and continued through 

Burns Beach, Mindarie and Quinns 

to DOME Butler for Lunch.  

(Approx 50kms total) One rider left 

the group here to get the train at 

Butler Train Station.  Four others 

caught the train along the way back 

at Clarkson Station.   

The rest of us returned to Warwick 

along the Freeway cycle path.  

Total ride was 75kms. 

                            Michelle Ottaway 

 
 
      
            ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ 
 

                

 
 On May 27, 2018, I noted a dangerous longitudinal crack on 

the cycle path just south of Karrinyup Road.  A repair had been 

attempted, but there was still a “tram line”.  Using the Snap 

Send Solve phone App (available FREE for Apple and Android) I 

reported the problem.  The Snap Send Solve App let me include 

a photo (and automatically included the GPS location), and I 

was able to write a brief description of the problem.  The Snap 

Send Solve App then sent the report to the local government 

that was responsible for that location.  My email was 

acknowledged automatically and within days I had been 

contacted by a Stirling ranger who discussed the problem and 

explained what would be done to rectify the problem.  Within 

days repair work had been done and I was advised that major 

repairs to the section of path are planned for the future. 

                                   Snap Send Solve      

Great App      Get it from where you get your phone apps 

          Use it ! 

 

 

For the full media report see :  
 https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2018/05/Budget-takes-cycling-investment-up-a-gear.aspx 
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Wednesday Ride, May 16th 
A large contingent of eager badge recipients turned 
up for the sunny morning ride, the presentation by 
President Neville and the ensuing barbecue. 
 
            200 km Achievement Badge 2018 
              Proud Recipients                                               
 

 

 

 
                                                            photos courtesy Michelle Ottaway 

ANOTHER WAY TO PUSH YOUR RIDING to a 

new level is to get involved in a group training ride. 
Riding in a bunch can be the most enjoyable 
experience if done correctly. Group rides are a great 
way to give you confidence when riding in larger 
groups. 

Group Riding Rules 
The advantage of riding as a bunch or peleton (French 
word for an organised group of riders) is that as an 
organised group you can ride further and faster than 
individual riders or a non-organised group. 
You will expend up to 30 per cent less energy by riding 
sheltered in a bunch, as riders in front of you overcome 
the wind resistance. By taking turns at the front, all riders 
can share the effort and longer distances can be covered. 
However, bunch riding can also be a huge pain especially 
if people in the group don’t understand the rules or don’t 
do their fair share of the work. Everyone needs to know 
these rules for the safety of all riders. 
Group rides can be filled with varying levels of 
experience. Cycling can be particularly tough because so 
many people these days pick up the sport later in life and 
have fitness from other sports. Cycling in groups requires 
much more than fitness. 
There are no written "rules" to group or bunch riding, but 
there are many ways to conduct your riding and etiquette 
that have been widely adopted. Here are a few of the 
main ones. 
When you are new to a group ride just sit back, watch 
and follow. It's much better for everyone if you sit at the 
back and understand what that particular group does. No 
one will fault you for this. Alternatively, if you get up to the 
front, disrupt the pace of the group and perhaps make 
wrong turns on a ride you're unfamiliar with, you will be 
scolded! Just like any other situation in life, no one likes a 
leader who doesn't have the trust or respect of the group. 

SIT CLOSE  
Sit close to the rider in front of you. The whole point of 
riding in a group is to catch the draft behind the other 
riders. Riding in a group can save you up to 30% energy 
compared to riding in the wind. If you're not riding in a 
tight bunch then the peloton effect is wasted. if you leave 
too much of a gap between you and the rider in front, 
someone will probably pass you and fill the gap. 

HOLD YOUR LINE  
Hold your line and ride predictably. It's important to watch 
the wheel in front of you, but equally important to watch 
the riders three, four, five and six positions ahead of you. 
This will help you anticipate any sudden movements that 
might be made. If you can see a sudden movement 
coming from the riders in front, you can adjust accordingly 
without panic. 

DON'T OVERLAP WHEELS  
This is one of the golden rules with riding in a bunch. 
What this means is that your wheel needs to be behind 
the wheel in front of you. Don't put your front wheel in a 
position so that it is in front of the rear wheel of the rider 
in front of you. If that rider swerves suddenly, you will go 
down and bring down everyone behind you. 

IF THERE IS A CROSSWIND  
If there is a crosswind you will be on the downwind side of 
the cyclist in front of you, but still behind. There are more 
advanced formations to help efficiently cut through  the 
wind that may require overlapping of wheels, but even the 
pros can get caught out in this situation and end up 
causing a crash. 



POINT OUT OBSTACLES  
Point out obstacles such as parked cars, loose gravel, 
broken glass, holes, rocks or debris on the road, calling 
out “hole” etc as well as pointing is helpful in case 
someone is not looking at your hand when you point. It is 
just as important to pass the message on, not just letting 
those close to the front know. 

DON'T USE YOUR AERO BARS IN A BUNCH RIDE 
Never use your aero bars in a bunch ride – not even if 
you are at the front. Using aero bars means that your 
hands are away from the brakes. Aero bars are for time 
trial use only. 

OBEY THE ROAD RULES  
Especially at traffic lights – if you are on the front, and the 
lights turn orange, they will definitely be red by the time 
the back of the bunch goes through the intersection. You 
will endanger the lives of others if you run it. 

LAST BUT NOT LEAST  
Don't jump into the middle of a small group without asking 
them if it's alright. Many times people are just out for a 
casual ride and don't want the company of strangers 
sitting on their tail. Either pass them or sit well behind. 

• © Bicycling Western Australia 2018   |    

 

 
CONTAINER #13 ON ITS WAY TO UGANDA 
In a new partnership with A&K Philanthropy, a 
non-profit organisation dedicated to preserving 
natural habitats, protecting wildlife and 
supporting indigenous peoples, container #13 is 
on its way to the newly established Bwindi 
Women Bicycle Enterprise project in Uganda. 
The B4H WA bike collection centre established in 
Geraldton has been regularly delivering good 
quality bikes to our Midland workshop. 
Building on the Geraldton success, B4H  WA 
accepted an invitation from the Museum of the 
Great Southern in Albany to partner with them 
in a bike collection day during WA bike week, 
Apart from collecting a number of bikes, this 
provided an opportunity to showcase B4H WA 
activities to the Albany community through an 
interview on ABC Radio and a story in The Great 
Southern Weekender.  This has resulted in 
several enquiries which we are confident will 
result in the establishment of a new collection 
centre and workshop in Albany. 
Acknowledgement is made of our many in-kind 
supporters for shipping agency work, container 
supply reduced rates, transporting of containers 
from and to Fremantle, ongoing pro bono legal 
advice and provision of meeting rooms.   
And, of course, not to forget our fabulous regular 
volunteers who spend countless hours at B4H 
Bike Shed repairing bikes and loading them in 
containers. 

Tax deductible donations to B4HWA can be made at  
www.givenow.com.au/bicyclesforhumanitywa 

 
Cycling along the banks of the Rhine July 2013 

Barge And Bike & the Over 55 Club 

Since our first trip in 2013 we have organised for some 
171 club members, some completing multiple trips, to 
travel overseas with us to enjoy the many historical 
sites and vistas that are Europe.  Having a floating 
hotel accompany you on your travels makes travelling 
that much easier.  Eurosail, the company we have 
used, provides an excellent level of organisation, 
sightseeing opportunities and high quality dining. 

2013 Our first offering included three trips and saw 

about 60 club members participate.  We had three 
barges in all: 
1. Paris to Brugge – canal trip through France into 
Belgium 
2.  Amsterdam tulip tour – canal tour around 
Amsterdam 
3.  Amsterdam to Miltenberg - along the Rhine, then 
into the Main River 

2015 Some 24 members experienced the sights along 

the Moselle River in France 

2017 Two separate barge trips involving some 40 club 
members enjoyed areas surrounding Paris on the 
Champagne tour. 

2019 Will see some 47 members depart on another 
Barge adventure, this time in Northern Italy from near 
the Swiss border to Venice.  Although, as yet, we have 
not been through this area, information received from 
several sources indicates it should be another great 

experience.                              John Yeats 

 

 
 

 

      “Talking ‘bout OUR generation” 
                          90s, 80s and   ????

http://www.givenow.com.au/bicycles


Lara Silbert 

Communications Officer 
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    CYCLING WITH ALTITUDE 
                                   by Paul Smale 

     

   Lhasa (Tibet) to Kathmandu via 

           Everest Base Camp 

 

Everest from near the Tibetan base camp 

 

About a year ago I joined an Exodus cycling expedition in the Indian Himalayas - Himachal Pradesh 

state in the north, surrounded by Pakistan, Tibet and Nepal.  We rode from Manali (2050 m ASL) to Leh 
(3500m), a distance of about 500 km over nine days.  There were a couple of passes >5000m but the 
highlight of the trip was to be to ride to Khardung La (5602m).  Unfortunately, a road slip prevented us from 
reaching the pass.  It was of course a fantastic trip and I enjoyed both the physical challenge and the 
scenery and was keen to do a similar trip.  Independent of this I had seen a YouTube clip of the rail journey 
between Beijing and Lhasa and was impressed by both the engineering feat and the scenery and so keen 
to do this trip.  But what would I do once I got to Lhasa – go cycling of course.  As it turned out it was more 
practical to forego the train trip and to join a cycling trip from Lhasa to Kathmandu with redspokes, a UK 
based company specializing in more adventurous cycling.  It promised a 1200km ride over 16 riding days 
with five passes and Everest Base Camp at over 5000m, 12 nights camping and most of the trip at over 
4000m ASL. In terms of difficulty it was listed as 10/10 – extreme. 
The tour group assembled in Kathmandu with 12 participants.  Two from the UK, two from The 
Netherlands, two from Germany, three Aussie’s, a Belgian, a Canadian and most puzzling of all a woman 
who had no cycling experience at all.  No prizes for guessing that she was an American.  The age range 
was 23 to 66 (me) and I was pleasantly surprised to find that half of the participants were 55 or older.  Our 
tour leader was a Nepalese by the name of Ox who was on his 54th trip to Tibet. 
The main reason for meeting in Kathmandu was to apply for a group visa for Tibet.  This was to take four 
days to process and so after a day’s sightseeing we had a three-day cycling trip from Kathmandu to Kakani 
to Nagarkot and back to Kathmandu.  The distances were relatively short (31, 52 & 36km) but the road 
conditions horrendous with what were once asphalt roads now worn down to their foundations and 
alternating between dust and mud.  The mountain-bike riders had a great time, but the roadies were not 
impressed. 
 

http://www.cccsf.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/const.care/
https://twitter.com/ConstableCare
http://cccsf.org.au/get-involved/volunteers/


 
We flew from Kathmandu to Lhasa with the flight scheduled for an 11.30am departure.  The plan was for us 
to leave the hotel at 9am and for our passports to be collected from the Chinese Embassy when it opened 
at 9.30am and taken by motorbike to us at the airport.  We got off to an early start from the hotel but when 
we reached the airport at 9.20 my bag was not in the van!  The hotel promised to find it and send it by taxi 
to the airport, except that half an hour later it still hadn’t been located.  It was eventually found and 
dispatched.  No sign of our passports though and at 10.20 we learnt that they were still at the Embassy.  
10.50am and the passports and visas arrive and we all rush through security and to the check-in counter – 
me sans bag.  11.05am my bag arrives and I rush through security (again), check-in, immigration, yet more 
security, learn of a gate change, board aircraft and we depart at 11.45am.  Bet you didn’t know that it was 
the Nepalese that perfected “just-in-time” management. 
 
Lhasa, located at 3500m ASL, is a lovely city retaining the old part of town yet with many modern features – 
including great roads.  We had two days acclimatizing to the altitude and sightseeing in Lhasa, including a 
visit to the Potala Palace, but already two of the group were suffering from severe altitude sickness.  One  
of  them,  an  Australian,  also  had  an  extremely  bad  cold  and decided to go home.  This was not as 
simple as you would expect as we were on a group visa with one piece of paper with all our names on it 
rather than an individual visa stamped in your passport.  So he had to get a letter from a doctor and pay an 
additional fee in order to leave early. 
Finally, a week after assembling in Kathmandu, the trip proper began with a flat 85km ride along the 
Friendship Highway SW from Lhasa to a campsite adjacent to a river.  The next day was a bit more serious 
though with a 1200m climb to the top of Kamba La (4800m ASL) and the following day Karo La (5010m) 
where another member of the group suffered severe altitude sickness.  After 5 days cycling we reached 
Shigatse and the only rest day we had on the trip.  We then embarked on 11 straight days cycling. 
 
Naturally one of the many highlights of the trip was riding to Everest Base Camp.  Fortunately it was a 
perfectly clear day with no wind and a few of us reached Rongbut, just short of the camp, 15 minutes 
before Everest started to cloud over.  Being an Ed Hillary admirer, it was a special moment for me even 
though he of course had set out from the Nepalese Base Camp. 
While the trip was advertised as being from Lhasa to Kathmandu we learnt a few weeks before departure 
that it was intended to be cut short and end at the Tibet / Nepal border as the Chinese Embassy needed 
four rather than two days to process the visas.  Naturally we were all keen to do the complete trip, but this 
required us to do some additional riding to make up a day.  Most of this was achieved by riding an 
additional 60km one afternoon, straight into a head-wind.  Despite riding in an echelon we still only 
averaged 12km/hr! 
The scenery in Tibet was of course spectacular.  Clear skies, huge snow-capped mountains and views of a 
barren rocky landscape, usually devoid of vegetation and any evidence of civilization, that seemed to go on 
forever.  While I loved that environment I found the final day’s ride in Tibet, from Dzongka to Rasuwagadhi, 
the most enjoyable.  Not only was there no climb but more importantly the vegetation transitioned from no 
plants, to low bushes, to conifer forest, to mixed forest to mixed forest and pasture.  Interesting stuff for a 
forester. 
And so we reached the Tibet / Nepal border.  Various delays getting through but eventually at 1pm we were 
ready to go.  “Only” 150km and two days to Kathmandu which was 700m lower than where we were.  Piece 
of cake we all naively assumed even though we had not forgotten the standard of the roads in Nepal.  Just 
up this hill and the camp is at the bottom of the hill on the other side Ox told us.  Except that the hill was a 
1200m climb followed by a 1500m descent that seemed to go on forever.  I arrived at camp about 30 
minutes after it got dark and 12 hours after we had set out in the morning.  The following, and final, day’s 
ride was even more challenging with a 1500m climb in warm and humid conditions before descending into 
Kathmandu and a welcome cold Everest beer. 
 
This was certainly a demanding trip.  While in principle the daily distances were not great and the climb not 
too steep (~5%) the altitude changes things completely.  Most of the trip was at altitudes greater than 
4000m and at this altitude there is 61% and at 5000m 54% of the oxygen compared to sea level.  I was 
fortunately one of the few people not to suffer from severe altitude sickness with my symptoms limited to a 
lack of appetite (I lost 4kg overall) and difficulty sleeping.  I am very proud of the fact that I was one of only 
two people to cycle the complete distance without the need to get a ride in a vehicle at any stage. 
I signed up for this trip for the scenery and the physical challenge.  My expectations were met in every way. 

Paul Smale 
smale@bigpond.net.au   M 0408 519 017 

mailto:smale@bigpond.net.au


 
Figures and photos: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The roads in Nepal were a challenge for the roadies 
 

 
There was plenty of climb 
 

 
 

 
In Tibet the scenery was spectacular every day 

 

 
Only two old farts road their bicycles the whole way 
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UPCOMING EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY 

 

Muresk Camp -    Mon  24
th
 to Fri 28

th
 September 

Have A Go Day Volunteers – Wed 14
th
 November 

Nannup Camp –     Sun 11
th
 to Fri 16

th
 November 

 

 

 

NB: 

Closing date for articles for August newsletter 
Monday 27th August 

Riding Day / 

Place

Distance 

(km)

Altitude 

gain (m)

Riding 

time (h:m)

Average 

speed 

(km/hr)

Sleeping 

altitude (m 

ASL)

Lhasa 3600

1 85 170 4:40 18.2 3600

2 64 1370 5:20 12.0 4300

3 63 1040 4:35 13.7 4520

4 60 650 3:45 16.0 4050

5 95 90 4:55 19.3 3850

Shigatse (rest day)

6 98 680 5:20 18.4 4160

7 62 510 4:00 15.5 4140

8 68 1200 5:50 11.7 4410

9 78 1170 6:15 12.5 4210

10 62 980 4:55 12.6 4580

11 64 710 5:10 12.4 4350

12 120 770 8:10 14.7 3780

13 71 1450 5:40 12.5 4080

14 69 - 3:35 19.3 2500

15 98 1300 8:10 12.0 600

16 64 1600 7:40 8.3 1350

Kathmandu

Total 1221 13,690 86:00

Daily Average 76 913 5:25 14.3 3655


